
VÍDEOS

Butterfly Spanish. Youtube channel.

<https://www.youtube.com/user/ButterflySpanishola>

Learn and improve your Spanish vocabulary, phrases,

grammar, pronunciation and tips with these useful lessons. /

Aprende español de manera fácil, rápida y divertida con estos

videos.

Some examples:

The letters C, K, S, Z in Spanish

<https://youtu.be/1Q0trazOUhw?

list=PLkjyx6Il3YUYu8keDy69o589xvc893QrM>

Learn how to say the vowels in Spanish - AEIOU

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orOW9eRQfpE>

VideoEle. Website.

<http://www.videoele.com/menu_A1.html>

Videos for learning Spanish as a foreign language, about culture

and traditions. Some activities are offered after each video.

FluentU. Website & app for iPhone.

http://www.fluentu.com/spanish

We've collected the web's best Spanish video content
and put it in one place. Our videos are fun, timely, and
ideal for Spanish learners. Two weeks free trial.
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Extra en español. Sitcom for learners of Spanish.

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dfb9-ZTCA-

E&list=PLLVULqsElvki_riI1ld0QhZJx1wom5Ply>

Subtitles in Spanish, 13 chapters of 25 minutes each

with clear and slow speaking. Content is summed up at

the end.

Mi Vida Loca. Video drama.

<http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/spanish/mividaloca/>

Mi Vida Loca takes you on an intrigue mystery

adventure to Madrid and beyond in 22 episodes, ca 10

min each, covering basic learning points for Spanish

absolute beginners. A learning section complements

each episode. Go through the vocabulary and

grammar in more detail and at your own pace, and

then complete activities for practice.

 

Destinos. Mistery series.  

<http://www.learner.org/series/destinos/index.html>

In Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish, lawyer Raquel

Rodríguez travels to Spain, Argentina, Puerto Rico, and

finally to Mexico, all to solve a secret from Don

Fernando's past. Destinos is in conversational Spanish,

with some narration in English and in Spanish. Every

episode covers new grammatical concepts, vocabulary,

and cultural practices, with a review at the end. As you

go from episode to episode and destination to

destination, the content grows more challenging.

itional review, choose a related activity in the Practice

section.
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Study Spanish. Website.

www.studyspanish.com

Web publicitaria que promociona cursos de español, pero

que también ofrece recursos. Es destacable el apartado de

pronunciación (especialmente interesante el apartado de la

letra C, con atención a las diferencias entre el español de

España y el de Hispanoamérica en

<http://www.studyspanish.com/pronunciation/letter_c.htm>

) y también el apartado de gramática (descripción tradicional,

muy completa con un índice muy detallado)

Transparent Language. Complementary blog to online

courses.

http://blogs.transparent.com/spanish

Blog with interesting posts, which categories are Basic,

Entertainment, Geography, Holidays, Learning, Literature,

Pronunciation, Spanish Culture, Spanish Grammar, Spanish

Vocabulary, Travel and Uncategorized.

CONNECT WITH OTHERS

The Mixxer. Language Exchange for Everyone.

<http://www.language-exchanges.org/>

The Mixxer is a free educational site for language

learners hosted by Dickinson College. The Mixxer is

designed to connect language learners around the

world so that everyone is both student and teacher.

You can help your language partner learn your

native language. Leave comments on other people's

writing.

Lang-8. Writing exchanges.

http://lang-8.com/

Post in the language that you are learning. Native

speakers correct your writing! Return the favor by

helping others learn your native language!
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MUSIC

LyricsTraining. Songs and lyrics.

http://lyricstraining.com/

LyricsTraining is the new way to learn a language

through music and lyrics for your favorite songs

Improve your listening comprehension, filling the

blanks and karaoke session. ¡Fun!

NEWS TO LEARN SPANISH

Practica español. Real news to learn and practice.

http://www.practicaespanol.com/

More than 6,000 exercises to practice and learn

Spanish with the information of Agencia EFE (EFE

PRESS).

Each text is accompanied by an audio, and in many

cases by a related video, this will allow you to read,

listen, practice, learn and participate through the

exercises we suggest for you..

OTHER METHODS

The Thinking Method. A different way to learn a

language.

http://www.languagetransfer.org/#!complete-

spanish/c1313

Learners are asked not to write. Take your own time

with the audios and use only your thoughts to

arrive at your answer. This idea is of paramount

importance.
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Duolingo. App.

https://www.duolingo.com/

Learning with Duolingo is fun and addictive. Earn points for

correct answers, race against the clock, and level up. Our

bite-sized lessons are effective, and we have proof that it

works. / Gamification poured into every lesson, on your

computer, tablet or smartphone. / Learn anytime,

anywhere.

Memrise. App.

https://www.memrise.com/courses/english/spanish-
spain/

Memrise helps you learn better. Learning, made joyful.

Learn more than 200 languages, on your terms: anytime,

anywhere (iOS and Android).

Adaptive learning tech. Memrise uses clever science to

adapt to your personal learning style and performance. So

you learn fast and never forget!
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